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A veteran of Israel's premier counterterrorist unit teaches normal citizens how exactly to develop
the correct mind-set to prevail in a life-or-death terrorism scenario, then physically fight back and
win against airline hijackers, suicide bombers, fanatical gunmen, hostage takers, homicidal
drivers and much more.
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Great book for everyone to read! Great Brief read by an Expert Counter-terrorist specialist. I
already knew of Itay Gil before reading this which is why I examine it. If you don't know who he is
nevermind that and browse this first. In the event that you research who he is you find he's the
real deal. There were a few things I never also considered in here. useful information Itay Gil is
widely recognised seeing that an authority on anti-terrorist steps and close combat. The
methods he teaches, once practiced at home, are novel, but amazingly simple and effective. right
now this is something most of us should go through. The terrorist are right here and attacking us
in fact it is up to us to fight. This guide is an excellent start! Hopefully Itay will discharge more
book and movies in the future. Five Stars Very good self-defense/offense techniqeus!Shalom!
With terrorism targeting the U. By the end of the classes I was surprised at how much
improvement I and all the others had made.Itay Gils publication is something for each thinking
Citizen, Regulation Officer or Military person who may need to confront extreme violence in their
day to day existence. With the existing conflicts and spread of global terrorism, the information
detailed in this reserve may end up being very helpful, although anyone wishing to actually
develop their abilities in close fight should consider joining a Krav Maga class. The Citizen's
Guide should be regular for the self-protection bookshelf. I found Itay Gil's no-nonsense and
pragmatic teachings most refreshing. This is hard-hitting and much needed information in the
current dangerous world, useful for martial artists, law enforcement officers, security
professionals, and each day civilians as well. Learn realistic methods to determine and subdue
suicide bombers before they are able to perform their deadly missions, escape from and/or
disarm gun or knife-wielding attackers, recognize and react to homicidal drivers, and react
properly to hostage situations. Important information in today's dangerous world This book is
quite short, only 128 pages, yet insightful and well-written. You can't learn all his secrets out of
this short reserve but it's an excellent place to begin. The author is certainly a retired Israeli
counterterrorism professional who founded a security training company. The Madrid teach
bombings on 03/11/04 and the London subway/bus bombings on 07/07/05 are graphic
reminders that this information is pertinent and sorely needed.Lawrence KaneAuthor of Surviving
Armed Assaults, The Way of Kata, and Martial Arts Instruction REAL LIFE SURVIVAL After having
spent 15 years in Protection and twenty years in Defensive Strategies training and teaching I was
therefore impressed by the effectiveness and simplicity of the techniques, tactics and concepts
of survival that I arranged for Itay to come to Australia and train Military, POLICE and Civillians in
several courses. His book, unsurprisingly doesn't disappoint, although a person with a
background in these areas might not find anything new. Extremely readable and he tells-it-like-it-
is, without BS. After September 11th, Bali and Madrid it just high lites how valuble this
infomation can be.This book can be an investment in your safety. The authors execute a
congrats of tailoring their assistance for average people--their point is you don't have to become
a black belt in karate, soldier, or officer to safeguard yourself in a hijacking, suicide bombing, or
additional typical forms of modern terrorism. incredibly realistic guide for real people This is a
fascinating little book that outlines truly realistic ways to handle yourself in unspeakably
frightening and intense situations. An eye-opening and valuable book for average American
citizens who might someday end up in the midst of a terrorist incident and who want to learn
about various ways to respond to save themselves and others. Get ready to defend myself
against the terrorists! Finally, a book that equips the Average Joe with the means to fight off
9/11-style terrorism -- yet without accumulating false expectations of what an individual can do
when confronted with the biggest threat of our times. For the operator at the sharp end. He
advises safe safety measures to limit risk along with last-ditch, all-out lethal confrontations.S.



Practical information. Anyone know if Gil is usually planning a sequel, perhaps with more
detailed methods from his SWAT days?
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